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Entanglements - Elizabeth Raines 2012-03-01
[Siren Everlasting Classic: Sextet Anthology 4] Handcuffs and neckties
and belts, oh my! Many may fantasize about being bound while their
lover has his or her wicked way with them, but when faced with the
opportunity, would you trust your partner enough to relinquish all
control? Or would you prefer to be the one in charge? Or are you among
the ranks of the undecided? Join the ladies of the Sextet for a look at
both sides of the coin, and discover what it means to be the recipient of
intensely provocative sensual delights, or to be the lady who knows how
to tie a man down and take him to heights of ecstasy beyond his
imagination. Then try, if you will, to decide which you would prefer. Just
remember, there is no right or wrong here; there is only trust. When it
comes to passion and love, you should never underestimate the power of
restraint. TRUST by Elizabeth Raines [Contemporary, bondage, sex toys]
Type A Angie Traylor can't seem to let go-even when she's in bed with
the man she loves. Spiriting her away, Noah James uses enticing
methods of seduction to teach her to enjoy life and love and learn to
trust. A DELICATE PROCEDURE by Cheryl Brooks [Contemporary,
bondage] Restraints are required when hunky graduate student Aidan
Vidal asks Nurse Trish Davis, his neighbor and former babysitter, for
help with an embarrassing problem. When he winds up tied to her bed,
an unexpected and intensely erotic development occurs. Suddenly, their
age difference is no longer an impediment to love. BELIEVE IT OR KNOT
by Bethany Michaels [Contemporary, bondage] When Las Vegas
magician's assistant Hannah Dunn convinces her boss and longtime
crush Marcus Lorenzo to try a dangerous new act involving a bed, a
blindfold, and razor-sharp throwing knives, she learns that losing control
can have dangerous-and extremely erotic-consequences. LINES OF
COMMUNICATION by Annie Morgan [Contemporary, bondage] Three
years ago, expert mountain climbers Rebecca Graham and Cameron
Fitzgerald had a friendship and perhaps more. Until business severed
their ties. Now partnered again, can she belay her animosity long enough
to untangle the truth? STRING THEORY by Mellanie Szereto
[Contemporary, bondage] Physicist Andromeda Fetter's attraction to
colleague Gunnar Keyes has her fit to be tied. Her solution? She invites
him to assist her with an experiment-one involving elastic bands and how
much force they can withstand. Will Gunnar submit to the bonds and
help unlock Andromeda's inner vixen? TANGLED METAL AND
EMOTIONS by Niki Hayes [Contemporary, bondage] Losing control is
not an option for Lindsey Valentine, and she's not about to let an
arrogant NASCAR driver-even one as sexy as Craig Westmorelandrailroad her new job. Craig's met his match with Lindsey, but when the
two tangle, it's unclear who will lose control first. ** A Siren Erotic
Romance
A Wolf's Journey - Alicia Hamilton 2013-09-18
One girl's journey to discover where she came from. Daceria is alone, the
last of the clan of silver wolves and daughter of Ace, King of Wolves. She
can hardly remember her family or past, and has lived in near solitude
most of her life. But things are about to change. "This world I live in is
full of danger no matter where I turn. " Daceria is half demon, hiding
away deep in a forest, where she is safe. Her life is quiet and peaceful, if
lonely, until a human man stumbles across her path. Blood ran down his
face like rain falling from the midnight sky. She knows one thing for
sure: never trust a human. But she is drawn to him for reasons she can't
explain. He is handsome and charming, but the connection they share
runs deeper than words, and she finds herself falling... "Everyone falls in
love with someone, even people like you." Adam flies solo. He always has,
and always will. That is what he tells his brother. But when he is
attacked by demons, he stumbles into the home of a beautiful girl with
wolf ears and a tail. Demons are evil--he has always known this, ever
since the day his parents died. But Daceria challenges that belief,
surprising him with her gentle ways and caution, and of course, plight-she is a rare creature, wanted by Demon Hunters who will stop at
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nothing to capture her. "Daceria I love you." When a sorceress's evil spell
takes Adam away from her, Daceria must find a way to save him. To do
that, she must unlock the hidden secrets of her past and discover what it
truly means to be Ace's legacy. She is her family's last hope; she cannot
fail. But she cannot succeed alone. Let the journey begin.
The Queen's Alpha Series Box Set - W J May 2020-07-14
USA Today Bestselling Author, W.J. May brings her international
bestselling series together in a box set limited edition collection! The
Queen's Alpha brings you deeper into the world of shifters, fae, and
magic.The Queen's Alpha Box Set Books #1-3ETERNAL - Book 1She will
fight for what is hers.When the king is murdered, Katerina, his only
daughter, must flee for her life. She finds herself on a strange and
dangerous path. Alone for the first time, she's forced to rely upon her
wits and the kindness of strangers, while protecting her royal secret at
the same time.Because she alone knows the truth. It was her brother
who killed the king. And he's coming for her next.Alone and struggling,
she finds herself an instant target until a mysterious protector comes to
her aid. Together, and with a collection of the most unlikely friends, the
group must navigate through an enchanted world just as fantastical as it
can be deadly. But time is not on their side.With her brother's assassins
closing in at every turn, Katerina must unlock a secret that's hidden deep
inside her. The only thing strong enough to keep the darkness at bay.Can
she find the answers she needs? Will she ever take her rightful place on
the throne?Only one thing is certain: she's running out of time. Be
careful who you trust. Even the devil was once an angel.EVERLASTING Book 2I will fight for those I love.When the crown prince puts a bounty
on her head, Katerina and the gang find themselves facing trouble at
every turn. It's a race to get the safe house in time, but will they pull
together to work as a team, or will their differences pull them
apart?Strengths and weaknesses are put to the test, as Katerina is
plunged headfirst into a magical world she never knew existed. Fiction
becomes reality, as the characters from her childhood fairytales come to
life, bringing with them secrets she could never have imagined.Her
bloodline gives her the right to call herself their queen, but is the
division between the royal family and the magical kingdom too great?
How can she mend the damage of the past?More importantly...can she be
the one to unite her people?UNCEASING - Book 3She will fight for what
is hers.When their sanctuary suddenly becomes a prison, Katerina and
the gang must work together to save not only themselves, but everyone
else in the remote, alpine retreat.Secrets are revealed and new identities
are discovered as the princess delves into her past, uncovering things
she never thought possible. Awakening a hidden power buried within.The
stakes have never been so high, and everyone's a target. Can the
princess unlock the ancient magic in time? Can they find a way off the
mountain before disaster strikes? Most importantly, in a world where
everyone's out to get them......Who can they trust? Queen's Alpha Series:
EternalEverlastingUnceasingEvermoreForeverBoundlessProphecyProtec
tedForetellingRevelationBetrayalResolvedThe Omega Queen Series:
DisciplineBraveryCourageConquerStrengthValidationApprovalBlessingB
alanceGrievanceEnchantedGratified
Business Storytelling from Hype to Hack: Unlock the Software of the
Mind - Jyoti Guptara 2020-10-29
Written in a clear and conversational style, Business Storytelling from
Hype to Hack explains how stories can help you hack 7 key areas of life
and business : Interest: Hack Conversation & Influence Meetings.
Empathy: Hack Trust. Agreement: Pitch an Idea and Hack Buy-In.
Alignment: Hack Strategy with a strategic narrative. Desire: Hack Sales
with stories that sell. Destiny: Hack Yourself by reframing personal
narratives. And finally, how to hack Storytelling itself with a simple but
powerful narrative structure. With plenty of storytelling tools, this
booklet can be used as your personal public speaking workbook or as
soft skills training materials. Universally applicable lessons that show
how stories are making business more human and can boost employee
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and stakeholder engagement. Understanding the importance of
narratives in business and effective leadership communication begins
here!
Bring Your Whole Self to Work - Mike Robbins 2021-09-14
In today’s work environment, the lines between our professional and
personal lives are blurred more than ever before. Whatever is happening
to us outside of our workplace—whether stressful, painful, or
joyful—follows us into work as well. We may think we have to keep these
realities under wraps and act as if we "have it all together." But as Mike
Robbins explains, we can work better, lead better, and be more engaged
and fulfilled if—instead of trying to hide who we are—we show up fully
and authentically.Mike, a sought-after motivational speaker and business
consultant, has spent more than 15 years researching, writing, and
speaking about essential human experiences and high performance in
the workplace. His clients have ranged from Google to Citibank, from the
U.S. Department of Labor to the San Francisco Giants. From small startups in Silicon Valley to family-owned businesses in the Midwest. From
what he’s seen and studied over the years, Mike believes that for us to
thrive professionally, we must be willing to bring our whole selves to the
work that we do.Bringing our whole selves to work means
acknowledging that we’re all vulnerable, imperfect human beings doing
the best we can. It means having the courage to take risks, speak up,
have compassion, ask for help, connect with others in a genuine way, and
allow ourselves to be truly seen. In this book, Mike outlines five
principles we can use to approach our own work in this spirit of openness
and humanity, and to help the people we work with feel safe enough to
do the same, so that the teams and organizations we’re a part of can
truly succeed."This book will offer you insights, ideas, and tools to
inspire you to bring all of who you are to the work that you
do—regardless of where you work, what kind of work you do, and with
whom you do it. And, if you’re an owner, leader, or just someone who
wants to have influence on those around you—this book will also give you
specific techniques for how to build or enhance your team’s culture in
such a way that encourages others to bring all of who they are to work."
You Had It All Along - Professor of Law & Public Affairs School of
Public and Environmental Affairs Indiana University Purdue University
Indianapolis Sheila Kennedy 2013-11
Purchasing this book will not only contribute to your own confidence, but
also for women struggling to overcome hardships, abuse and difficulties.
A portion of the proceeds will be donated to organizations that contribute
to the empowerment of women. You Had It All Along is the catalyst you
have been waiting for to finally release the powerful confidence found
deep in your core. Sheila Kennedy outlines five keys vital to unlocking an
unshakable faith in yourself that will launch you into a life filled with
contentment, meaning and success.
100 Reasons Why Sex Must Wait Until Marriage - Dr. D. K. Olukoya
2015-04-24
100 Reasons Why Sex Must Wait Until Marriage Sex is a mystery and
unfortunately majority of those who engage in it do not fully understand
the mystery behind it. The only thing most people understand about it is
the pleasure derived from it and the procreation that can result from it.
Many do not understand that when sex is not done within the scripturally
prescribed confines of marriage, the temporary pleasure derived can
lead to eternal pressure. In this book, Dr. Olukoya has taken time to
unlock some of the mysteries of sex. Considerable attention has been
given to the after-effects of premarital sex to show why you should wait
until marriage before engaging in it. Steps are listed on how you can stay
pure and avoid sex until marriage. Sex outside marriage is a killer and it
has successfully destroyed millions of destinies. Do not let yours be next!
Anything - Jennie Allen 2015-06-09
What if you told God you would do anything . . . and he took you up on it?
In the years since the initial release ofAnything, God continued to stretch
Jennie Allen and her faith because of the courageous prayer of surrender
that she and her husband, Zac, prayed, "God, we will do anything.
Anything." Previously caught in the dizzying haze of worldly happiness
and empty pursuits, Jennie went on to begin living out the adventure God
had written for them—to include becoming the founder of IF: Gathering,
an organization to gather, equip, and unleash the next generation to live
out their purpose. Anything is a prayer of surrender that will spark
something. A prayer that will move you to stop chasing things that just
make you feel happy and start living a surrendered life that matters. This
newly revised edition is updated throughout to include a new
introduction and an in-depth Bible study component for those who have
been wanting to lead a study on this topic. Join Jennie on an adventure to
discover your anything, those things that actually mean nothing until you
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know the God truly worth giving it all up for. And when you do, that will
change everything.
Lynn and Surroundings - Clarence W. Hobbs 1886
Leadership Wizard - Marlene Gonzalez 2021-06-12
Discover the secret behind great leadership success. There's a very thin
line separating true leaders from 'power wielders.' Throughout history,
many leaders have fallen flat because they were too seduced and
consumed by power. They failed to realize that true leadership isn't
about fear and compliance. Learning from the mistakes of the past, many
great people have understood that the only way to set themselves up for
long-lasting success was not through terror but through empathy. Thus,
transformational leadership was born. Transformational leaders know
that their obligations are as much to their organization as to their
people. They are not only managers but also guides, mentors, role
models, and most importantly, infallible sources of inspiration. They are
masters at gaining positive commitment and loyalty while constantly
striving to empower others and promote growth. And now, you can
unlock the leader in YOU. Understanding the true meaning of leadership
is the first step towards becoming a leader who inspires and transforms
others. Taking inspiration from transformational leaders, it may finally be
your time to shine. There are All it takes is knowing how to master the
nine dimensions and plant the leadership seed in you. From there on, you
can slowly but steadily watch yourself grow into the leader you were
always meant to be. In How to Become a Transformational Leader, here
is just a fraction of what you will discover: The #1 secret to becoming an
authentic leader who inspires everyone around them Why empathy is a
transformational leader's favorite influence strategy, as well as how to
effectively use it get people to commit to your mission Why having a
clear vision is crucial when you want others to trust you and your
leadership How self-discipline is a key ingredient to any transformational
leader, allowing you to keep the motivation going even in the most
challenging times Bulletproof ways to empower your people to take
initiative and always give their best, priming them to become the
transformational leaders of tomorrow How you can embrace adversity,
learn from it, and then turn it into an opportunity for growth and
development And much more. Anyone has the potential to become a
great leader. Leadership is a set of behaviors that you can hone and
master rather than a state of 'being' or a number of innate traits you
were born with. Transformational leadership is a truly satisfying journey
where the individuals' growth and empowerment bring the whole
organization to new heights, increasing its chances of unparalleled
success. If you want to become a leader who transforms and inspires
others, then scroll up and click the "Add to Cart" button right now.
Q&A Equity & Trusts - Mohamed Ramjohn 2014-12-05
Routledge Q&As give you the tools to practice and refine your exam
technique, showing you how to apply your knowledge to maximum effect
in an exam situation. Each book contains essay and problem-based
questions on the most commonly examined topics, complete with expert
guidance and fully worked model answers that help you to: Plan your
revision: introducing how best to approach revision in each subject Know
what examiners are looking for: identifying and explaining the main
elements of each question to help you understand the best approach
providing marker annotation to show how examiners will read your
answer Gain marks, and avoid common errors: identifying common
pitfalls students encounter in class and in assessment providing revision
advice to help you aim higher in essays and exams Understand and
remember the law: using diagrams as overviews for each answer to
demonstrate how the law fits together The series is also supported by an
online resource that allows you to test your progress during the run-up to
exams. Features include: multiple choice questions, bonus Q&As and
podcasts. www.routledge.com/cw/revision
A Cautious New Approach - Denghua Zhang 2020-03-20
‘As a student of international relations and a former diplomat, Zhang
brings the insights of a practitioner and the eye of scholar to explain why
Chinese actors choose to engage in aid cooperation with traditional
donors in the Asia-Pacific. This book is among the first to take a holistic
approach to understanding the motivations of the many agencies
involved in China’s aid program, and it will challenge the expectations of
many readers.’ —Dr Graeme Smith, The Australian National University
‘This book breaks new ground by examining a little-known dimension of
China’s foreign policy: trilateral aid cooperation. Denghua Zhang sets
this highly original analysis in the context of the new assertiveness of
Chinese foreign policy under Xi Jinping, the China International
Development Cooperation Agency established in 2018, and the Belt and
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Road Initiative, which now serves as the framework for Chinese overseas
aid and engagement. At a time when the debate in the West about the
rise of China has intensified, not always knowledgeably, this book fills an
important gap in our understanding of China in Southeast Asia and the
Pacific.’ —Dr Stewart Firth, The Australian National University ‘This
thoroughly researched work examines trilateral cooperation as a new
and interesting aspect of China’s growing international aid program, and
as a window into the changing nature of that program as well as the
wider foreign policy in which it is embedded. The broad themes and
topics discussed are clearly significant, ultimately touching on one of the
most important international issues of our time, the implications of the
rise of China for a long-established Western-dominated international
system.’ —Prof. Terence Smith-Wesley, University of Hawai‘i
Unlocking Contract Law - Chris Turner 2014-01-03
The Unlocking the Law series makes the law accessible. Each chapter
contains activities such as quick quizzes and self-test questions, key facts
charts to consolidate your knowledge and diagrams to aid learning.
Cases, judgments and primary source quotations are prominently
displayed. Summaries help you understand each chapter, there is a
glossary of legal terminology. New features include problem questions
with guidance on answering, as well as essay questions and answer
plans, plus cases and materials exercises. All titles in the series follow
the same formula and include the same features so students can move
easily from one subject to another.
The Swamp Witch - Martina McAtee 2020-06
Out in the swamps of the Florida Everglades lies the key to unlocking all
the Grove's secrets. Just when Kai thought being trapped in a car with
his crush, Rhys, would be the worst thing to happen to him, a witch
known as Ms. Josephine has revealed the truth about Ember's powers-a
truth Kai thinks would ostracize Ember from the pack. He just has to find
a way to convince Rhys that keeping this secret is the right thing to do.
Tristin doesn't trust her cousin, Ember. She also doesn't like her, but
that's beside the point. Tristin's inner banshee is screaming at her,
letting her know that there's just something not right about Ember's
magic. A lead from an unlikely source sends her back to New Orleans to
dig up dirt on Ember's father, leading to an outcome she never could
have imagined. While Kai and Tristin try to get to the bottom of their
cousin's powers, Ember and Mace are forced to make an uneasy alliancean alliance filled with zombies, sexual tension, and exploding corpses. As
secrets are revealed, the pack starts to unravel. Hurt feelings and
misunderstandings overshadow the clock ticking down on Kai's and
Ember's heads until a standoff leads to tragedy. Can the pack pick up the
pieces and come together to right past wrongs, or is history destined to
repeat itself?
The Rider's Brain - Andrea Monsarrat Waldo 2016-11-01
Did you know there is an area of your brain known as the "Lizard Brain”
that thinks only about the immediate moment and your means of
survival? Yes, in certain circumstances, your "Rational Brain” can
effectively "shut down” and you are at the mercy of a reptile ... drymouthed, sweating, queasy, unable to think clearly--even though you
know better. When does the Lizard Brain run the show? It can happen in
any number of unfamiliar, uncomfortable, challenging, or "stressful”
riding situations. But here’s the thing: with the right kind of training, you
can learn to manage the reptile within, which leads to greater confidence
with horses, better riding performance, and ultimately, happiness at the
barn, at shows, and everywhere in between. Andrea Monsarrat Waldo
teaches you how to: handle uncomfortable emotions, such as fear, anger,
anxiety, and embarrassment; hone your mental game and focus your
riding time to get the most out ofyour hours in the saddle; care for your
emotional injuries the same way you would care for an injured horse; and
produce a state of "Focused Calm” and tap into the skills you have
(whether you know it or not!) to ensure an outstanding ride.
Intuition Unlocked - Cielo Canlas 2021-05-03
Do you sometimes have a feeling, or an instinct, about someone or
something? A subtle knowing without any logical reason or proof? Do you
tend to trust it or question it? We have always been told: "Trust your
gut", "Trust your instincts", or "Trust your intuition". In cases of
imminent danger, absolutely! However, under normal circumstances we
face on a daily basis, that may not always be the case...At least not until
you've read this book! Believing we can, and always should "trust
ourselves", can be deceiving. It relies on quick, automatic subconscious
processing based on a feeling and an emotion, or feedback from our
physical body and nervous system. All of which hold biases, trauma,
memories, and fears. In this powerful, must-read book, Intuitive Empath
Cielo Canlas teaches us what we must first learn and understand about
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ourselves in order to discern which inner voice is speaking, which lens is
perceiving, which body is reacting, and which mind is processing. We are
complex beings with many layers: emotional, physical, mental, and
spiritual. This book unpacks all of it from a holistic perspective using
scientific evidence, psychological principles, and Cielo's own personal
stories and spiritual experiences. It is truly a Divine experience in not
only unlocking your intuition, but a journey in discovering all aspects of
yourself.
My Sisters' Keeper {Unlocked} - Ra'Sheeka Keonique 2022-02-28
Meet Ryder, Angela, Torey and Delylah. These four intelligent, brave,
beautiful, and witty heroines have been best friends their entire lives. If
the title My Sisters' Keeper were people, it'd be this tribe of women...
Until, All Hell Breaks Loose, that is. When the tide turns, the besties find
themselves on four life-altering journeys, but because the sisters' lives
are so Entangled, they embark on their separate journeys together. Their
paths take them into the abyss, where things get real dark, real
tumultuous and real heinous, real quick. When it ain't all Go best friend That's My Best Friend- anymore, Ryder, Angela, Torey & Delylah are left
infuriated, betrayed, and devastated. Will the girls survive the
conflagration, and find their way back to the tribe? Or, will the ferocious
waters of love, friendship and sisterhood be just a tad too murky for them
to navigate their way home? Most importantly, will they still have a home
to go back to?
100 Days to Brave - Annie F. Downs 2017-10-24
You were always meant to be brave. Whether you're making a major
decision, dealing with a difficult transition, or facing a fear, 100 Days to
Brave will give you courage and confidence to move forward. Annie F.
Downs felt her challenges were too difficult, too scary, too much. Then
she decided to stop allowing fear to hold her back. It wasn't easy or
simple. But it was good. With honesty and relatable humor, this
compilation of best-of writings and new pieces from Annie will help you
embrace the path and the plan God has for you. Dare to spend the next
100 days discovering that you are braver than you know and stronger
than you thought possible. Annie F. Downs is a bestselling author and
nationally known speaker based in Nashville, Tennessee. Flawed but
funny, she uses her writing to highlight the everyday goodness of a real
and present God. Her most recent books include Looking for Lovely and
Let's All Be Brave. Annie also loves traveling around the country
speaking at events, conferences, and churches. Read more at
anniefdowns.com and follow her at @anniefdowns.
Unlocking Equity and Trusts - Mohamed Ramjohn 2019-05-21
The extensively updated seventh edition of Unlocking Equity and Trusts
will help you grasp the main concepts of Equity and Trusts with ease.
Using straightforward language and explaining the law in a clear
manner, it provides an excellent foundation for learning and revising.
Each chapter in the book contains: Aims and objectives; Activities such
as self-test questions; Charts of key facts to consolidate your knowledge;
Diagrams to aid memory and understanding; Prominently displayed
cases and judgements; Chapter summaries; Essay questions with answer
plans; Glossary of legal terms. The Unlocking the Law series is designed
specifically to make the law accessible to students coming to study a
topic for the first time. All titles in the series follow the same formula and
include the same features so students can move easily from one subject
to another.
Medical Care of Veterans - Robinson E. Adkins 1967
Kryptonite Factor - Adam Smith 2012-12-14
You'll find the Kryptonite Factor to be quite different from other self-help
books, and here's why. The Kryptonite Factor was written from a
student's perspective; someone like you who was trying to find the
answers to questions in life like; How do I set and achieve goals with
energy and enthusiasm? Why do I worry and carry emotional burdens
with me almost every day? Who can I trust in life? Why am I always
holding back and can't fully express myself? What is my purpose and
what would give me more meaning in life? Here's your opportunity to
join co-author Adam Smith in his ups and downs, pains and joys and new
"A-has!" as Jeff Allen guides him through this very powerful life-coaching
process. Everything in your life-absolutely everything-that motivates you
is related to your own Kryptonite Factor. In this book you'll discover five
important principles from the life-coaching lessons Adam experienced: 1.
Understand that your innate power is being diminished by your
Kryptonite. 2. Discover your innate, acquired and productive personality
traits. 3. Let go of your past pains, crises and self-degrading thoughts to
gain personal freedom and regain your innate trust in life. 4. Build
greater trust in yourself and in others to get people on your team and
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create winning teamwork. 5. Learn the principle of "What You See Is
What You Get!" That's right-what you emotionally see is all you will ever
achieve. Until you embrace your Kryptonite and change how you
experience it, your life will never change. So seize your life, read the
book, do the exercises and involve others around you in creating more
joy and success.
The Changing Face of Early Modern Time, 1550–1770 - Jane Desborough
2019-03-27
This book provides a reinterpretation of early modern clock and watch
dials on the basis of use. Between 1550 and the emergence of a standard
format in 1770, dials represented combinations of calendrical, lunar and
astronomical information using multiple concentric rings, subsidiary
dials and apertures. Change was gradual, but significant. Over the
course of eight chapters and with reference to thirty-five exceptional
images, this book unlocks the meaning embedded within these early
combinations. The true significance of dial change can only be fully
understood by comparing dials with printed paper sources such as
almanacs, diagrams and craft pamphlets. Clock and watch makers drew
on traditional communication methods, utilised different formats to
generate trust in their work, and tried to be help users in different
contexts. The calendar, lunar and astronomical functions were useful as
a memory prompt for astrology up until the mid-late seventeenth
century. After the decline of this practice, the three functions continued
to be useful for other purposes, but eventually declined.
The Fields of Abucay - Winford Lewis Allen 2003-03
A love story set in the picturesque country of Ireland, with its majestic
mountains and rolling emerald green valleys, a somber place where you
fall in love. Christina O'Riley was working in New York at a dead end job,
until a call from a lawyer in Ireland changed her life forever. An Uncle,
whom she never knew existed, had left her his entire estate. What she
didn't know was the mysteries that surrounded Willlington Castle and the
two hundred-year-old portrait of a man that would change her life
forever. To unlock the secrets would put her life in danger, Until . . .
Reece Wellington a handsome and arrogant ghost living in the castle for
over two hundred years falls in love with the green-eyed beauty,
Christina O'Riley. He knew the secrets she was searching for, but was
hesitant in telling her, until he gained her trust and unlocked the
passionate fire inside her. He vowed to protect her from the evils of the
castle, what he wasn't prepared for was the hurt and pain he would
cause her. As Christina searches deeper into her heritage, her life in
threatened by the secrets behind Wellington Castle and her love for
Reece is jeopardized in her search for the truth. There love for each
other only brings about conflict. How could they build a life together,
when they were separated by the afterlife of time, and what was in store
for them when they finally committed to the haunting love they both tried
to resist.
New England Legends and Folklore - Samuel Adams Drake
2017-12-05
This classic compilation of New England legends and folklore ranges
from tales of ghosts and pirates to stories of the early colonies and the
American Revolution.
Concentrate Questions and Answers Equity and Trusts - Rosalind
Malcolm 2018-07-26
The Concentrate Q&As are a result of a collaboration involving hundreds
of law students and lecturers from universities across the UK. The series
offers you better support and a greater chance to succeed on your law
course than any of the competitors. 'A sure-fire way to get a 1st class
result' (Naomi M, Coventry University) 'My grades have dramatically
improved since I started using the OUP Q&A guides' (Glen Sylvester,
Bournemouth University) 'These first class answers will transform you
into a first class student' (Ali Mohamed, University of Hertfordshire) 'I
can't think of better revision support for my study' (Quynh Anh Thi Le,
University of Warwick) 'I would strongly recommend Q&A guides. They
have vastly improved my structuring of exam answers and helped me
identify key components of a high quality answer' (Hayden Roach,
Bournemouth University) '100% would recommend. Makes you feel like
you will pass with flying colours' (Elysia Marie Vaughan, University of
Hertfordshire) 'My fellow students rave about this book' (Octavia
Knapper, Lancaster University) 'The best Q&A books that I've read; the
content is exceptional' (Wendy Chinenye Akaigwe, London Metropolitan
University) 'I would not hesitate to recommend this book to a friend'
(Blessing Denhere, Coventry University)
The Gravity of Up - Brent Yates 2022-11
In The Gravity of Up, Brent Yates helps others reject the negative mindsets that are holding them down to live healthy, happy lives. Your life is
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designed to be the ultimate adventure. What holds you back from
realizing that potential right now? What is pushing you down instead of
pulling you up? Moving up might feel like something too daunting to
achieve, but the good news is that up is a direction not a destination.
Today is the day you begin moving forward as author Brent Yates shows
you how to unshackle and propel yourself into a more abundant life.
From the outside, Brent Yates had it all—money, success, a beautiful wife
and family—but inside, he was dying. One by one, everything that he
valued was taken from him until he was suicidal and crippled with a
mysterious malady that no doctor could identify. Instead of giving up, he
decided to pinpoint what wasn’t working in his life and embark on a
quest to discover happiness. By implementing a holistic approach, Brent
found the three pillars of a healthy life to be rooted in the spiritual,
mental, and physical. You might be battling with some of the same issues
that Brent had—depression, loneliness, and feeling life was without
purpose—or maybe you simply feel stuck right now. The Gravity of Up is
a blueprint to lose the old, negative thoughts and embrace a new worldaltering mindset. Now, happy and healthy, Brent is living proof that the
formula works and is eager to help you move up!
New Life in the Spirit - Charles M. Armentrout 2016-06-10
Do you lack purpose or meaning in life... or are you looking but never
finding answers? Do you wonder where the Spirit is? Does God seem far
away and do you want to change this? Can you afford to wait any longer
to find the grace God has for you? Is this positive for you? Do you wish
you could not only know, but feel and see the work of the Spirit in your
life? New Life In The Spirit is a powerful bible-soaked exploration of a
preacher who wouldn't settle until seeing the work of the Spirit for
himself. This is a book of action and doesn't just tell you how Charles M.
Armentrout found new life in the Spirit, but also reveals the secret to
helping you also unleash the Spirit's invisible work of Grace in your life.
New Life In The Spirit is full of real-life examples of how grace flow's
from God through his Spirit if you only understand where to look. His
discoveries documented in this book show you how people from the bible
and in Charles's life are freed from bondage by the Word of God and the
power of the Spirit You can take the wise practical teachings of Charles
M. Armentrout and apply them to your own life for immediate action. Do
you think you were born without a calling? * Learn how God calls before
people are born * Discover how the Spirit uses confrontation to make
Himself real to you * See how Charles navigated through self-doubt * Be
amazed at how not even fires or insults could stop the purpose of God
How will you learn to stand tall by the Power of the Spirit? * See how
Charles, led by the Spirit, confronted the winds of disdain. * Learn how
you also can overcome obstacles that block you from living out God's
plan for you * Find out how the biblical methods Charles lays out clearly
can be applied to your life today * See the role of forgiveness will unlock
your heart to blessings beyond imagination Do you find it difficult to
trust God and other people? * Never wonder "what if" you could learn to
trust God * Wake up every day motivated by what God has done and is
doing in your life * Be Inspired by Charles's life and learn how you too
can live your life for something bigger * Discover the secret behind
acceptance, compassion and hope Find out how to let go of your selfdoubt and finally find the missing puzzle piece in your life which is the
fullness of grace. Are you also ready to find New Life in the Spirit too?
Try New Life In The Spirit today by clicking the BUY NOW button at the
top right of this page! P.S. You won't regret reading this book and the
new life waiting to be released in your life today.
The Storm King - Liz Delton 2020-06-09
Kira thought life at the temple was as normal as it ever could be, until
the Storm King comes to visit for the spring festival to make peace
between Light and Shadow magic.But not everyone in the Realm of
Camellia wants peace. When knights and mages start disappearing from
the festival, everyone becomes a suspect behind the kidnappings, and
Kira can't trust anyone. Except the only man she knows is innocent: the
Storm King.As more people closer to Kira are taken, she must fight to
help her friends escape from a sinister plot-but a secret of her own will
rock the Realm once more, a secret she must unlock to the save
others?But can she save herself?
Broken Harbour - Tana French 2012-07-19
In Broken Harbour, a ghost estate outside Dublin - half-built, halfinhabited, half-abandoned - two children and their father are dead. The
mother is on her way to intensive care. Scorcher Kennedy is given the
case because he is the Murder squad's star detective. At first he and his
rookie partner, Richie, think this is a simple one: Pat Spain was a
casualty of the recession, so he killed his children, tried to kill his wife
Jenny, and finished off with himself. But there are too many inexplicable
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details and the evidence is pointing in two directions at once. Scorcher's
personal life is tugging for his attention. Seeing the case on the news has
sent his sister Dina off the rails again, and she's resurrecting something
that Scorcher thought he had tightly under control: what happened to
their family, one summer at Broken Harbour, back when they were
children. The neat compartments of his life are breaking down, and the
sudden tangle of work and family is putting both at risk . . .
United States Investor - 1929
A House Unlocked - Penelope Lively 2007-12-01
This “interesting and perceptive” memoir recalls the familial country
house the author’s grandparents bought in 1923 (The Washington Post
Book World). The only child of divorced parents, Penelope Lively was
often sent to stay at her grandparents’ country house, Golsoncott. Long
after the house was sold out of the family, she begins to piece together
the lives of those she knew fifty years before. As her narrative shifts from
room to room, object to object, Lively paints a moving portrait of an era
of rapid change—and of a family that transformed with the times.
Charting the course of the domestic tensions of class and community
among her relatives, she brings to light the evidence of the horrors
endured during the Russian Revolution and the Holocaust through
accounts of the refugees who came to live with them. “An elegiac yet
resolutely unsentimental book, the house becomes a Rosetta stone for
the author’s familial memories and an unwitting index of social change”
in this eloquent meditation on place and time, memory and history, and
tribute to the meaning of home (Michiko Kakutani, The New York Times).
The Unlikely Groom - Wendy Douglas 2012-03-15
His Dreams Had Died And Lucas Templeton often wished he'd gone to
the grave with them. Instead he went to Alaska, opened a saloon and
closed off his heart. But Ashlynne MacKenzie, a newcomer full of pluck
and passion, could very well hold the key to unlocking his secret
sorrow…. Her Brother Had Been Murdered Ashlynne MacKenzie had
nowhere to go—until the enigmatic Lucas Templeton offered her the
rough-and-ready haven of his saloon—and the unexpected comfort of his
arms. But could she trust a man who represented everything she wanted
to escape?
Spiritual Growth - Charles M. Armentrout 2016-09-29
Do you lack purpose or meaning in life... do you want to grow spiritually
but don't know how? Do you wonder where the Spirit is? Does God seem
far away and do you want to change this? Can you afford to wait any
longer to find the grace God has for you? Is this positive for you? Do you
wish you could not only know, but feel and see the work of the Spirit in
your life? New Life In The Spirit is a powerful bible-soaked exploration of
a preacher who wouldn't settle until seeing the work of the Spirit for
himself. This is a book of action and doesn't just tell you how Charles M.
Armentrout found new life in the Spirit, but also reveals the secret to
helping you also unleash the Spirit's invisible work of Grace in your life.
The Divine Persuasion is a powerful autobiography of a preacher who
despite adversity discovers God's plan for his life. This is a book of action
and doesn't just tell you how Charles M. Armentrout found God's will, but
also the unstoppable power of the Holy Spirit to fulfill that purpose. You
can take the wise practical teachings of Charles M. Armentrout and
apply them to your own life for immediate action. Do you think you were
born without a calling? * Learn how Charles dealt with a speech
impediment * Discover how the Spirit led Charles when everyone told
him to give up * See how Charles navigated through self-doubt * Be
amazed at how not even fires or insults could stop the purpose of God
How will you learn to stand tall by the Power of the Spirit? * See how
Charles, led by the Spirit, confronted the winds of disdain. * Learn how
you also can overcome obstacles that block you from living out God's
plan for you * Find out how the biblical methods Charles lays out clearly
can be applied to your life today * See the role of forgiveness will unlock
your heart to blessings beyond imagination Do you find it difficult to
trust God and other people? * Never wonder "what if" you could learn to
trust God * Wake up every day motivated by what God has done and is
doing in your life * Be Inspired by Charles's life and learn how you too
can live your life for something bigger * Discover the secret behind
acceptance, compassion and hope Find out how to let go of your selfdoubt and finally find the missing puzzle piece in your life which is the
fullness of grace. Are you also ready to find New Life in the Spirit too?
Try Spiritual Growth today by clicking the BUY NOW button at the top
right of this page! P.S. You won't regret reading this book and the
spiritual growth waiting to start in your life today.
Survey of Law - 1979
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Cowboy Proud - Vanessa Gray Bartal 2021-07-08
Josh King is perfect, or at least he tries to be. Loyal, hardworking, and
honest, he can't stand to be lied to or laughed at. Nicknamed "Saint Josh"
by his three older brothers, his hidden soft side is reserved for his
beloved cattle dogs and his best friend, a wiry little cowboy named Sam.
But when Sam betrays him, Josh decides never to trust again. He wears
his anger like a shield, keeping the world at bay until his meddling
sisters-in-law decide to intervene. They're convinced Josh needs to heal
and change, and they think they have the perfect plan. Josh is predictably
angry about the girl they bring to the ranch for him. After all, he already
has a girlfriend. But his brothers won't listen to reason; instead they
listen to their wives. Now Josh must try to dodge the woman living in his
house by any means necessary. And as for the girl, she might be the key
to unlocking Josh's stubborn heart, if only he'll give her a chance to try.
Unlocking Company Law - Susan McLaughlin 2018-07-11
Unlocking Company Law is the ideal resource for learning and revising
Company Law. This 4th edition has been extensively updated, and this,
along with its many pedagogical features, makes it the ideal companion
for students studying Company Law. Each chapter in the book contains:
• aims and objectives; • activities such as self-test questions; • charts of
key facts to consolidate your knowledge; • diagrams to aid memory and
understanding; • prominently displayed cases and judgments; • chapter
summaries; • essay questions with answer plans. In addition, the book
features a glossary of legal terminology, making the law more accessible.
We're All in This Together - Mike Robbins 2020-03-30
What makes a great team? Author, leadership expert, and corporate
consultant looks at how businesses can build trust and achieve high
performance. Have you ever been on a team where the talent was strong,
but the team wasn't very good? On the flip side, have you ever been on a
team where not every single member was a rock star, but something
about the team just worked? We've all had these types of experiences.
And yet, it can be difficult to understand what makes one team
successful and another one not. In this book, Mike Robbins dives deep
into the ways great businesses build trust, collaborate, and operate at
their peak level. As an expert in teamwork, leadership, and emotional
intelligence, Mike draws on more than 20 years of experience working
with top companies like Google and Microsoft, as well as his baseball
career with the Kansas City Royals. And, while each team and
organization have their own unique challenges, goals, and dynamics,
there are some universal qualities that allow teams to truly come
together and thrive. The book's core principles include fostering an
environment of psychological safety, fostering inclusion and belonging,
addressing and navigating conflict, and maintaining a healthy balance of
high expectations and empathy. Throughout, Mike shares powerful
exercises and tools he's successfully utilized in the keynote speeches,
group sessions and corporate retreats that he delivers, so that you and
your team can communicate more authentically, give and receive
feedback with skill, and create deeper connections. We're All in This
Together also features personal stories and interviews with high-level
business leaders and thought leaders to provide insights into an everchanging workplace culture. *** "For us to do our best work, have the
kind of impact we truly want to have, and unlock our full potential, we
can't do it alone; we must to do it together. If you and your team are
willing to do what it takes, you can build and sustain an incredibly strong
culture of trust and performance, and accomplish remarkable things." Mike Robbins
Psychic - Jen Solis 2016-06-19
Unlock Your Psychic Abilities Did you know that you were born with
psychic abilities? Yes, that's correct, all of us are psychics to some
extent, it's just that these skills remain latent until the time they are
unlocked. Would you like to find the secrets of unlocking them? You can
reach your true potential with the right information, guidance, training,
and experience. Discover your strengths and what you are capable of
with proper psychic training. All of us have the potential to be special.
This book contains powerful information, tips, and advice that will get
you started on your road to becoming a psychic with special abilities. In
this book, I will show you how to refine your intuition, how you can truly
listen to your subconscious mind or 'higher self', connect with nature,
achieve improved awareness, how to open your third eye, how you can
reach higher consciousness and much more. I will tell you about the
human aura and how you can read it, symbolism, and show you easy
steps to strengthen your psychic abilities. Discover the joy of unfolding
your own natural psychic abilities. Psychic development isn't just about a
few special abilities. You will learn to trust your own judgment, build
self-esteem and self-awareness, maximize your creative ability, have
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darkness, effortlessly! Light is stronger than darkness. God's Mirror is
His thoughts about us; that's the key! "It's a magic Mirror," replied
Squirrel excitedly. "It lets you see the truth that unlocks the door to let
the gibbering, shivering, jabbering, jiggling cold out. Wise owl said that,
the cold could only get out the way it got in!" So Little Bear, take this
Mirror. Look deeply into it." Squirrel waited with eager curiosity, "Tell
me, what do you see?" Little Bear took the Mirror and gazed deeply. The
more he looked, the wider his grin spread along his big bear mouth. "I
see me," said Little Bear.
Vincent and Eve - Jessica Ruben 2019-07-04
Rising All I want is to leave my crime-ridden shadow of a home in New
York City. I've done everything I can to keep my head down and focus on
my studies. College is my only goal; love has never been on the
map...That is, until my sister brings me to an underground fight, where I
meet a gorgeous and mysterious man: Vincent. He is the ghost in my
shadows, showing up to feed me pieces of his upper-crust life, then
evaporating into darkness until his next visit. I'm falling hard and fast.
How can I trust him amidst the depth of his secrets? Vincent may be
even more dangerous than the dark world I'm trying to escape.
Reckoning Vincent: Forgetting about Eve was the plan. Finding her at a
party on my college campus was the last thing I expected. My world has
turned into a house of cards, where one wrong move can send it all
crashing down...and us with it. Eve: Finally at a prestigious universityand on the path to living my dreams-I've left the darkness of the Blue
Houses behind. Still, a whole new host of problems await me.Vincent is
the king of the school. I thought I wanted to know what he was hiding,
but unlocking his biggest secret leads me into entirely new territory
laced with danger and lust...one I'm not sure I'll survive. Redemption
Vincent Through every drop of blood I spilled, I lost a piece of my soul.
I've sacrificed seven long years and the woman of my life for the Family.
But I'm not done fighting-not yet. Eve is still out there. I will stop at
nothing to get her back. Eve After having my heart torn out by the son of
the biggest crime family in New York, I was forced to start over in
California. With three thousand miles between me and my past, life is
finally set on cruise control. As for love? It's not worth the fight.

increased clarity, a life full of purpose that you can use to help others,
and attain a deep sense of relaxation and peace. There are many benefits
of learning to be a psychic. This is your first step into a new life, a life of
many changes. Within this book's pages, you'll find the answers to these
questions and more. Just some of the questions and topics covered
include Understanding Your Psychic Abilities List of All Psychic
Capabilities The Subconscious How to Develop Your Intuition Improve
Psychic Powers with Positive Affirmations The Human Aura Symbolism
Meditation to Open Your Third Eye Easy Exercises for Developing Your
Psychic Abilities Easy Steps to Strengthen Your Psychic Abilities Signs
That You Are Awakening as a Psychic Misconceptions and Myths about
Psychics And more! Scroll to the top and select the "Add to Cart" button
now before the price increases
LITTLE BEAR AND THE MIRROR - Lydia Du Du Toit 2019-10-30
This priceless story comes with a link to a free audio download, done by
Lydia du Toit, plus her lovely song, Mirror Mirror on the Wall... most
beautifully sung by Godfrey Birtill! A little bear, suffering from terrible
fear, finds a caring friend in a squirrel - the squirrel then asks wise Miss
Owl for advice. She pages through her library of books and scrolls and
until she finds that, "There is only one reason for gibbering, shivering,
jiggling and joggling fearful cold," she read in her big, fat book of
Wisdom Whoppers. "This cold is not outside but inside and is a big, big
problem if not cured! It will make your eyes see funny things and your
ears hear funny noises and your tummy turn in funny circles - a dreadful
condition indeed!" Mrs. Owl wondered to herself, "If the cold is inside
and not outside, how can I get what is in, out?" "I've got the answer!"
shouted Owl with great joy. "The cold must get out the same way it got
in!" "The thoughts in our heads become the words in our mouths and
then change into the doors that keep in and keep out!!" "You see,
Squirrel, our thoughts are very powerful. The thoughts in our heads are
the secret place where all the wonders of the earth are stored, churned,
milled, ground and made. But there, we can also hold dark, scary
thoughts and lies. Those thoughts turn into words, either good ones or
bad ones! We need to know the secret of how to lock in the good
thoughts and let them get rid of the bad ones - just like light gets rid of
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